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The meeting was called to order at 3.10 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEH 52: EFFECTS OF ATOMIC RADIATION: REPORT OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
SCIEHTIFIC COBMITTEE Olif THE EFFECTS OF ATOMIC RADIATION (continued) (A/35/451; 
A/SPC/35/L.2) 

l. The CHAIRHAN announced that the list of speakers on agenda item 52 was closed. 

2. i'ir. JOARDER (Bangladesh) expressed his delegation 1 s heartfelt condolences to 
the delegation of Algeria for the losses that country had suffered during the 
recent disastrous earthquru~e. 

3. Hhilc his delegation appreciated the excellent work being done by the United 
nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation, the work of the 
Special Political Committee vrould have been further advanced, if the forthcoming 
substantive report of the Scientific Committee had been submitted to the General 
Assembly, at its thirty-sixth session, as originally planned. That report was 
awaited with keen interest by all concerned. 

4. It 1-ras an accepted fact that atomic radiation was harmful to all living beings 
and that it might cause or aggravate many diseases, accelerate the aging process, 
result in a loss of visual acuity and in other disorders, increase the incidence of 
sterility or reduced fertility and lead to congenital malformations. At Hiroshima, 
an apparent correlation had also been found between the incidence of leukemia and 
the size of the radiation dose. Studies of the inhabitants of the Marshall Islands 
l·rho had accidentally been exposed to fall-out in 1954 had suggested that radiation 
had a lasting effect on blood-forming functions. That effect also appeared to be 
transmitted to the first generation of male offspring. 

5. It was common knowledge that a high dose of atomic radiation could kill human 
beings, and was thus injurious to other living beings as well. Therefore, since 
even small changes in nature might eventually profoundly alter the relationship 
between man and his environment, the indirect effect of radiation on the ecological 
system might vrell have disastrous effects on the food chain and on the growth of 
crops. 

6. The prospect of the havoc that atomic radiation might cause generally aroused 
thoughts of its military use, and now without reason, in view of the atomic 
holocaust that had occurred 35 years earlier, the increase in the quality and 
quantity of nuclear weapons and the mad race to acquire increasingly destructive 
·Hea]?ons. As the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Bangladesh had rightly said in his 
address to the United Nations General Assembly on 29 September 1980, the race for 
military supremacy was clearly based on the preposterous concept that the greater 
one's povrer to destroy, the more secure one was. However, as the Foreign Minister 
had added, the escalation of the arms race had, ironically enough, created a 
situation in which none of the great Powers could destroy the other without 
destroying itself. An inconceivable amount of money was being wasted in that 
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self-destructive arms race, money that the developins countries, which were engaged 
in a grim struggle against poverty, hunger and disease, so badly needed. 

7. The utilization of nuclear power plants, their safety and the disposal of 
nuclear waste continued to be central questions in the ongoing debate on that 
subject. There was growing apprehension that the storage of nuclear waste could 
cause incalculable damage to mankind, and in fact no perfectly safe storage system 
had yet been found, particularly in the event of a natural disaster which would 
bring highly radio-active stored materials to the surface. 

8. Because of its great concern about the harmful effects of atomic radiation on 
current and future generations, Bangladesh attached the highest priority to 
measures relating to nuclear disarmament: the limitation of the qualitative and 
quantitative proliferation of nuclear weapons, including the cessation of 
nuclear-weapon testing as well as the reduction and elimination of such weapons, 
including delivery vehicles. Moreover, it demanded the cessation of the production 
of fissionable materials for military purposes and called for the establishment of 
real nuclear-weapon-free zones in various parts of the world. 

9. In view of the growing demand for energy, his country felt that the peaceful 
use of nuclear energy, although associated with certain risks and dangers, could 
not possibly be avoided, but it strongly maintained that safer methods for the 
aisposal of nuclear wastes should be fo1md. 

10. In conclusion, Bangladesh noted with satisfaction the growing scientific 
co-operation between the Scientific Committee and the United Nations Environment 
Programme. He expressed the hope that the Scientific Committee would continue its 
-vrork, including its important co-ordinating activities, with a view to increasing 
mankind's knowledge of atomic radiation from all sources. In view of all the 
preceding observations, Bangladesh had decided to become a sponsor of the draft 
resolution contained in document A/SPC/35/1.2. 

11. Mr. MACKAY (New Zealand) said that the vital importance of the Scientific 
Committee's work was clear to everyone, just as atomic radiation, from its diverse 
sources, affected everyone. Paragraph 3 of the Scientific Committee's report 
(A/35/451) showed the broad range of questions it considered and the material 
reouired to determine the effects of ionizing radiation on man and his environment. 
He -drew attention to the fact that the New Zealand National Radiation Laboratory 
regularly forwarded the material it obtained on radiation levels in the 
South Pacific to the Scientific Committee and he affirmed his delegation's 
continuing support for that undertaking. 

12. Ionizing radiation resulting from nuclear-weapons tests aroused the greatest 
concern, and in fact such testing had continued virtually unabated for the past 
10 years. New Zealand was firmly opposed to all such testing, whether in the 
atmosphere or underground, and it believed that the conclusion of a comprehensive 
test-ban treaty was both vital and urgent. New Zealand also saw a pressing need for 
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effective ~easures to prevent nuclear proliferation and to have adequate~ 
universally observed safeguards for the handling and use of all nuclear materials. 

13. Atrr.ospheric testing, in particular, raised radiation levels in the air and in 
food, but every nuclear test entailed the risk of further contaminating the human 
environrr.ent. Hhile the effects of such contamination might not always be immediate 
or obvious, the ever-present risks of nuclear testing offered no compensating 
be:nefi t at all. 

• 
14. Concern about the hazards of radiation, particularly from nuclear testing, was 
rr:ore acute in the South Pacific than anyvrhere else. Regrettably, the use of the 
Pacific area for nuclear purposes was continuing: underground nuclear testing had 
not been stopped, and there vere plans to store spent nuclear fuel in the area and 
to dump low-level radio-active 1-mste, on an experimental basis, in the 
north Pacific. 

15. During the debate on that item the previous year, his delegation had requested 
details - especially in connexion >-rith marine life - concerning the monitoring 
programmes which the French authorities undoubtedly carried out to ensure that the 
environment around Mururoa was not affected by their testing programme. 
Regrettably, such details had not been provided, and he urged that that information 
should be made available to his delegation and to other interested parties. Such 
information vrould also be of interest to the Scientific Committee, which had 
reiterated its request for further relevant data in paragraph 4 of its report. He 
noted that that request had been endorsed in paragraph 7 of the draft resolution 
contained in document A/SPC/35/L.2. 

16. In conclusion, he said his delegation welcomed the co-operation established 
between the Scientific Committee and the United Nations Environment Programme and 
the continuing assistance provided by I-1ember States and the specialized agencies. 
Cn that basis, his delegation was confident that the Scientific Committee's next 
substantive report would make a significant contribution to knowledge about atomic 
radiation and about its effects on mankind and the environment. 

17. Hr. RAITGA (India) joined those delegations which had expressed sorrow in 
connexion vrith the tragic earthquake that had occurred in Algeria. 

18. The problem of the effects of atomic radiation had rightly been a subject of 
profound concern to the United Nations, for the international community had entered 
the nuclear age vQthout being able to control or regulate the effects of atomic 
radiation on a global basis. vfuile the substantive reports submitted by the 
Scientific Committee since 1955 had added to the knowledge of that subject, they 
had also underlined the continuing need for study in order to protect mankind from 
the dangers of atomic radiation. Since radiation beyond a certain level, from 
vrhatever source , was harmful to living beings and to the environment , it was 
essential to monitor over-all radiation levels. 

19. His delegation was pleased to know that the Scientific Conrnittee was currently 
studying the effects of atomic radiation from several points of view and that it 
would submit its next substantive report to the thirty-seventh session of the 
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General Assembly, instead of the thirty-sixth. In view of the amount of work 
involved in completing the current study, the Scientific Committee would inevitably 
need an extra year in which to work. His delegation was also pleased that the 
Scientific Committee had widened its area of work by deciding to consider the 
additional subject of the interaction of ionizing radiations with other agents 
encountered in the environment. 

20. His delegation welcomed the fact that the Scientific Committee was satisfied 
vrith the amount of data received from States Members of the United Nations and also 
from the specialized agencies and the International Atomic Energy Agency. He 
stressed his delegation's appreciation for the work of the Scientific Committee and 
offered its continued support in that undertaking. 

21. In conclusion, he announced that his Government had joined the sponsors of the 
draft resolution contained in document A/SPC/35/1.2. 

22. Mr. HUSSAIN (Pakistan) associated his delegation with previous expressions of 
sympathy to the Government and people of Algeria for the tragic loss of lives and 
extensive damage suffered as a result of the recent earthquake. 

23. His delegation attached great importance to all the items allocated to the 
ConEittee; indeed, thG item under consideration concerned the survival and 
well-being of all mankind and thus deserved special attention from the international 
community. 

24. He noted with satisfaction that the Scientific Committee had been examining the 
whole spectrum of effects of atomic radiation and said he appreciated its efforts to 
promote greater scientific co-operation among States in order to safeguard the 
future of mankind and the environment from the hazards of ionizing radiation. In 
that connexion, his delegation fully endorsed the need for increasingly close 
co-operation between the Scientific Committee and the United Nations Environment 
Programme. His delegation also appreciated the Scientific Committee's efforts to 
increase knowledge and understanding of the levels~ effects and risks of atomic 
re.diation. 

25. In view of the amount of work involved in completing its substantive report and 
the desirability of giving further consideration to some of the documents under 
review, his delegation agreed that the Scientific Corr~ittee should submit its 
substantive report at the thirty-seventh session of the General Assembly. To that 
end, the Scientific Committee should enjoy the complete co-operation of all Hember 
States, specialized agencies and non-governmental organizations. 

26. Pakistan would continue to extend its full co-operation to the Scientific 
Committee and would support the draft resolution contained in document A/SPC/35/1.2. 
He expressed the hope that, during the next two years, the Scientific Committee 
would examine all the aspects of the danger to mankind and the environment resulting 
from the harmful effects of atomic radiation and would develop positive measures as 
specified in its mandate. 
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27 · r.Ir · JU\'/AlJA (Indonesia) expressed his delegation 1 s condolences to the Government 
and people of Algeria for the tragedy they had suffered as a result of the recent 
earthquake in Al-Asnam. 

2G. The Scientific Comnittee' s task of updating and reassessing its work in the 
light of new developments in modern technology and also of ensuring that its 
judeements 1-1ere objective, scientific and free from any individual interests, was 
complex, arduous and lengthy. However, his delegation expected the progress of 
its uork to be steady and sure. Moreover, it believed that the forthcoming 
substantive report >rould contain elements that would shed light on the problems 
faced and i-TOuld help to find vays of solving them. In that connexion, his 
delegation highly co~mended the report contained in document A/35/451 and noted 
that the data collected on the doses, effects and rislcs of radiation ·would also 
contribute significantly to the work of the United IJations Environment Programme. 

29. As a member of the Scientific Committee, Indonesia had supported and 1-rould 
continue to support its 1-rork and, in so doing, to help to safeguard current and 
future generations from those dangers that were vithin man 1 s control. Accordingly, 
his delegation had decided, as in the past, to become a sponsor of the draft 
resolution on that subject (A/SPC/35/1.2), as a manifestation of its commitment 
to the goal of establishing a better and safer irorld for mankind. 

30. iir. KALINA (Czechoslovakia) expressed his delegation's condolences to the 
Government and people of Algeria for the tragic event vhich had recently taken 
place in that country. 

31. Hiu delegation, vhich tool~ an active part in the 1wrk of the Scientific 
Committee, vrould continue to provide it 1-rith relevant scientific data. He 
expressed satisfaction with the high quality of the -vrork done by the Scientific 
Committee. The information irhich it had provided on radioactive fall-out since 
1964 attested to the effectiveness of the Treaty Banning Nuclear \'Teapon Tests in 
the Atmosphere, in Outer Space and under \Tater signed in Moscov in 1963. In vieir 
of the usefulness of that Treaty, more countries should accede to it. The treaty 
on the general and complete prohibition of nuclear 1reapon testing and the treaty 
on the prohibition of the production of radiological vTeapons should also be 
concluded as speedily as possible. Because of the reduction in radioactive fall-out 
from nuclear vreapon testing following the conclusion of the Moscow Treaty in 1963, 
the Scientific Committee had been able to concentrate more attention on questions 
dealing -vrith the identification and reduction of the danger of radiation from 
the utilization of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. 

32. The Scientific Corrillrittee also played an important role in protecting the 
earth's environment and had carried out innovative research on the effects of 
radiation in that field. His delegation expressed satisfaction that the Scientific 
Committee had ffiade progress in that direction and was preparing a working paper on 
the action of radiation given in combination 1-ri th other physical, chemical or 
biological agents. He expressed confidence that the Scientific Committee would 
complete its work on time on the preparation of the report and the recommendations 
to be submitted to the thirty-seventh session of the General Assembly. Those 
documents would prove very useful to both national and international bodies dealing 
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1-rith concrete measures to reduce the danger of radiation in all aspects of human 
life. His delegation, which was a sponsor of draft resolution A/SPC/35/1.2, felt 
that ~hat. text -vm~ld guide the future -vwrk of the Scientific Committee in response 
to ObJeCtlve requlrements, and he expressed confidence that the Scientific Committee 
would continue to 1-rork as effectively as it had in the past. 

33. Mr. CHIARADIA (Argentina) expressed his delegation's sincere sorrow to the 
delegation of Algeria in connexion with the earthquake that had occurred in 
Al-Asnam. 

34. Argentina had traditionally devoted special attention and efforts to scientific 
research on nuclear matters and had achieved widely recognized progress in that 
field. 

35. In view of the importance of nuclear energy in his country's energy planning 
and because of the other peaceful applications of nuclear energy, Argentina •ras 
obviously deeply interested in all types of information and analyses concerning 
the effects of radiation on living beings and on the human environment. 

36. The Scientific Committee's work on the effects of atomic radiation had thus 
received the constant support of Argentina through its National Atomic Energy 
Commission, and one of the Commission's distinguished scientists, who had been a 
member of the Scientific Committee for some time, had recently been elected 
Vice-Chairman for its next two sessions. 

37. It seemed clear that the role played by nuclear energy in stimulating economic 
development - and in some cases in maintaining high standards of living - -vrould 
continue to grow in the immediate future. In those circumstances, the rejection 
of nuclear ener{D'" by those l·rho ultimately enjoyed the benefits of such well-being 
vras a cause for concern, as was the distrust with which the population sometimes 
greeted information provided by the authorities responsible for supervising nuclear 
installations and monitoring the health of the population. 

38. Such situations had thus far occurred primarily in societies that enjoyed the 
highest levels of development. The distrust that lay at the root of those 
situations arose from persistent doubts about certain phenomena, a complete 
understanding of which might soon be achieved through comprehensive studies and 
repeated measurements. 

39. Accordingly, an extremely important instrument -vrith vhich to combat such 
distrust vould be the global sharing of precise data and information at the highest 
scientific level. The report of the Scientific Committee was thus of genuine 
interest from that point .of vie-vr. 

4o. In conclusion, he drew attention to paragraph 4 of the Scientific Committee's 
report (A/35/451), in uhich it reiterated its request for further relevant data to 
help in the preparation of its next substantive report to the General Assembly. 
He congratulated the Scientific Cormnittee on the valuable work it had done thus far 
and expressed the hope that, as in previous years, the draft resolution on the 
subject (A/SPC/35/1.2), of >vhich Argentina was a sponsor, 1vould be adopted by 
consensus. 
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41. llr. HUTCH:i.'.::iJS (Australia) said that his dele(Sation Hished to associate itself 
\·lith the condolences expressed to the Government and people of 1\.l[!;eria. 

42. He looked fonrard to the prompt submission of the report of the Scientific 
Cor::..r:Uttee to the General Assenbly at its thirty-seventh session. His country vas 
a.1mre of the value of the help vhich the United Hations scientific secretariat 
ccntinued to give to the Scientific Committee in that regard and felt that all 
:.:er::ber States and non-governmental organizations should continue to provide the 
Scientific Corr.mittee uith informaticn on both the causes and the effects of exposure 
to ra.diation. 

43. Australia, iThich had actively advocated an international agreement to halt all 
nuclear explosions, i·Tished to reiterate its concern that nuclear test explosions 
;;ere still being carried out and posing a continuing threat to the environment. 
'lhe Scientific Committee should continue its valuable 'ITOrlc in educating the 
international community on the dangers of all forms of atomic radiation, especially 
in co-operation >ri th other bodies, such as 1;IIO and UNEP. For that reason, his 
country uas pleased to be a sponsor of draft resolution fi./SPC/35/1.2. 

44. 1-Ir. EoLE (Fiji) expressed his delegation's condolences to the Government and 
:people of Algeria for the tragic event 1rhich had recently taken place in that 
country. 

45. His delegation supported the request of the Scientific Committee for an 
extension of the time-limit for submission of its substantive report to the General 
Assembly in vieYT of the complexity of the issues involved and the desire of 
delegations to be as fully informed as possible. There vras increasing evidence of 
the harmful effects of atomic radiation on the genetic processes of living 
organisms and of the effects of nuclear contamination on man's environment. For 
those reasons, many countries, including his ovm, had consistently spoken out 
against nuclear ueapon testing and stock-piling and the dumping of nuclear 'l·rastes · 
In the Pacific region, the study of the effects of atomic radiation iiaS of vital 
importance since life there 1-ras so closely linked with the sea, which was becoming 
n:ore and more contaminated by nuclear vreapon testing. For that reason, his country 
1-rould continue to oppose nuclear testing of all types. In vie1-r of the present leveJ 
of knovrledge about the harmful effects of atomic radiation, the nuclear Powers 
should resist the temptation to use the period before the submission of the report 
of the Scientific Committee in 1982 to refine their nuclear i·reapon processes and 
nuclear iraste dumping procedures. 

46. He reiterated the position of his delegation that the right of all mankin~ ~o _ 
live in a healthy environment should not be arbitrarily subordinated to the su1c1da. 
quest for nuclear superiority. The nuclear States should ensure that no one vras 
endangered by atomic radiation. Lastly, in vie1v of the importance o~ the data. to 
be provided by the Scientific Corr@ittee in its substantive report, h1s delegat1on 
vrished to join the sponsors of draft resolution A/SPC/35/1.2. 

4 7. I-1r. COUTURIEH 
condolences to the 
had recently talcen 

(Peru) said that his delegation wished to express its 
Government and people of Algeria for the tragic events which 
place in that country. 
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48. ,It i·ras gratifying to note that the Scientific Commit-tee was conducting 
valuaole research on the effects and risks of atomic radiation especially in 
co-operation with UH:CP. In view of growing international tension, his country Has 
concerned at the danger posed by t~e increasing deployment of sophisticated nuclear 
uea~ons in areas of confrontation and by nuclear explosions, which increased 
rad1oacti ve contamination in the environment. His country was also a-vrare of the 
danger involved in the use of the atom as a source of energy. For those reasons, 
the Scientific Committee should give special attention to the study of the risl:s 
inherent in the utilization of atomic energy for both peaceful and military 
purposes. Lastly, he urged Member States, United Hations agencies and 
non·-governmental organizations concerned to provide the Scientific Committee vith 
further data on atomic radiation. In that regard, his delegation 1-ras pleased to be 
a sponsor of draft resolution A/SPC/35/L.2, and expressed the hope that it would 
be adopted by consensus. 

49. lvlr. CANALES (Chile) said that his delegation wished to express its condolences 
to the Government and people of Algeria for the tragic event which had recently 
taken place in that country. 

50. \lith regard to the report of the Scientific Committee, his delee;ation had 
taken note of the need to provide additional data on atomic radiation and the 
decision of the Committee to postpone the submission of its report until the 
thirty-seventh session of the General Assembly. His delegation 1-ras convinced of 
th~ importance of the irork carried out by the Scientific Committee, especially uith 
regard to the study of the effects of the various types of radiation on man. 
S~ientific reports on the real dangers of contamination, especially contamination 
caused by nuclear weapon testing, should contribute to the efforts to reduce the 
great risk involved. The international community would continue to be confronted 
daily with the danger of a nuclear holocaust until an international agreement on 
the prohibition of nuclear tests had been concluded. Unfortunately, efforts in 
that direction had not been very successful. 

51. His delegation reiterated its position that the peaceful uses of nuclear energy 
vere essential for development and that the international community should adopt 
legal provisions designed to protect h~~an life from the harmful effects of atomic 
radiation. 

52. Lastly, his delegation supported draft resolution A/SPC/35/L.2 and 11ished to 
join the sponsors of that resolution. 

53. Mr. LENNUYEUX-COMNENE (France) said that his delegation also w·ished to express 
its condolences to the Government and people of Algeria for the tragic event 1rhich 
had recently taken place in that country. 

54. \Vith respect to the current debate, he expressed regret that France had been 
the only country which had been explicitly mentioned in connexion 1rith risks of 
atomic radiation in a particular region of the >rorld. In view of the findings of 
recent conferences, his delegation felt that the concern expressed by certain 
countries 1vi th regard to nuclear 11eapon tests -vras not really justified. His 
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country, as a member of the Scientific Committee, 1rould continue to provide all 
n-2cessary information on the experiments it carried out and on the possible 
consequences of those experiments. Ile eA.'Jlressed the hope that the Scientific 
Cor.mu ttee would be able to continue to uork in a spirit of impartial scientific 
ino_uiry. His country uould continue to do its utmost to contribute to that effort. 
It >ras in that spirit that his delegation had joined the sponsors of draft 
resolution A/SPC/35/1.2. 

55. The CHAIRI-1AIJ announced that ~'\.ustralia, Bangladesh, Bele;ium, Chile, Denmark, 
?ij i, ?inland, Greece, India, Indonesia, the IJetherlands, New Zealand, l\Jorvray, 
:t'eru, SHeden and Uruguay had jointed the sponsors of draft resolution A/SPC/35/1.2. 
ne said that, if he heard no objection, he took it that the Committee vrished to 
adopt that draft resolution vri thout a vote. 

)6. Draft resolution A/SPC/35/1.2 >ms adopted vithout a vote. 

The meetinG rose at 4.35 p.m. 




